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COMMUNICATION 101
SERIES OUTLINE
WEEK 1: COMMUNICATION 101
• Define Communication
• Skills: Perspective Taking
WEEK 2: BUILDING A SUPPORTIVE CLIMATE
• Communication Climate
• Listening Well When It Gets Heated
WEEK 3: GO TIME
• Organizing and Preparing for Difficult Conversations
• Q&A

WHY DOES COMMUNICATION MATTER?
• When we are not careful with our communication, we miss out on the importance of what
others have to share and we make unnecessary messes
• Good communication skills lay the groundwork for conversations that are
• Productive & E
• Preserve Unity & R

WHY DO WE AS CHRISTIANS CARE THAT GOOD COMMUNICATION
PRESERVES UNITY?
“Blessed are the p				

9

, for they shall be called sons of God."
Matthew 5:9

I therefore, a prisoner for the Lord, urge you to walk in a manner worthy of the calling to
which you have been called, 2with all humility and gentleness, with patience, bearing with
one another in love, 3eager to maintain the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace.
Ephesians 4:1–3
1

WE CARE ABOUT UNITY, BUT DO WORDS REALLY IMPACT UNITY?
Reckless w				
pierce like a sword,
but the tongue of the wise brings h				

18

.
Proverbs 12:18

So also the tongue is a small member, yet it boasts of great things.
How great a forest is set ablaze by such a small fire! 6And the tongue is a fire, a world of
unrighteousness. The tongue is set among our members, staining the whole body, setting
on fire the entire course of life, and set on fire by hell.
James 3:5–6
5

• Communication theories are directly related to the B				
already subscribe to.

principles we

WANT MORE? ADDITIONAL READINGS
• I Beg to Differ: Navigating Difficult Conversations with Truth and Love, Tim Muehlhoff
• Authentic Communication: Christian Speech Engaging Culture, Todd V. Lewis & Tim Muehlhoff
• Crucial Conversations: Tools for Talking When Stakes Are High, Patterson, Grenny, McMillan &
Switzler
• Marriage Forecasting: Changing the Climate of Your Relationship One Conversation at a Time,
Tim Muehlhoff
• Getting Past NO: Negotiating in Difficult Situations, William Ury

HAVE QUESTIONS?
• Email questions to info@vcnola.com
• Text questions to (504) 434-7708

IMPORTANCE OF DEFINITIONS: NAMING
• Helps to identify phenomena happening between you and another person
• Break down communication to better understand and improve without getting overwhelmed

DEFINITION COMMUNICATION
Interpersonal communication is selective, systemic, unique, processual transactions that
allow people to reflect and build personal knowledge of one another and create shared
meanings.
Wood, Interpersonal Communication, 22

COMMUNICATION IS
1. S
• Communication does not happen in a vacuum
• Context affects what and how people communicate, and its meaning
• Examples: Relationships, cultural norms, personal histories
• Elements of communication interact & affect each other
• Communication varies over time
2. P
• Communication is continual
• Takes into account the past, present and future
• There is an ethical responsibility to communicate well—it’s irreversible
3. P
• Personal knowledge is gained over time & impacts effectiveness of communication
• No one size fits all

4. M				

IS CREATED

…we create meanings as we figure out what each other’s words and behaviors stand
for, represent, or imply. Meanings grow out of histories of interaction between unique
persons.
Wood, Interpersonal Communication, 27
• Levels of meaning
•C
• Literal meaning
•R
• Most important, sets the tone
What is being communicated about the relationship—amount of
acknowledgement & respect between two individuals?
Muehlhoff, I Beg to Differ
• Impacts how the person will respond and express themselves

5 THINGS EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATORS UNDERSTAND
1. WE ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR HOW W		
• Be m				

COMMUNICATE

: We are actively involved in our communication

• Our communication impacts how the other communicates
2. COMMUNICATION IMPACTS R
• A				

appropriately

• Pay attention to affect your communication has, and tailor
3. COMMUNICATION EFFECTIVENESS IS L
• Develop a range of skills
• Remain humble & eager to learn

4. E				
COMMUNICATION

COMMUNICATION IS CRUCIAL IN E			

• Unethical communication leads to:
1. D
2. Shuts down productive conversation
3. Impacts any f				

conversations

4. What’s your real goal? Change? Stay ethical.
In order to effectively negotiate a difficult conversation we must appreciate the ability of
words to deeply confirm or disconfirm another person.
Muehlhoff, I Beg to Differ, 21
• Uppers
Communicate positively about us, notice our strengths & progress without
discounting us.
Wood, Interpersonal Communication
• Downers
Draw attention to flaws, emphasize problems.
Wood, Interpersonal Communication
•V
Extreme downers that also attack our self-concept.
Wood, Interpersonal Communication
• Consider if you tend to “Vulture” in certain relationships around certain topics
Being an upper means speaking hard truths BUT with gentleness and consideration of
our self-worth.
Wood, Interpersonal Communication
5. THE MOST IMPORTANT THING YOU CAN DO IS ENGAGE IN D
Be aware of the tendency to see things from your own perspective and r				
that inclination.
Wood, Interpersonal Communication, 37
• Just because we consider other perspectives, doesn’t mean we have to agree with it all
• Simply reserve j

• Empathy
the capacity to understanding what another person is experiencing from within the
other person’s frame of reference.
Bellet & Maloney
“The Importance of Empathy As An Interviewing Skill in Medicine”
• Just because it’s different than your frame of reference, doesn’t mean it’s not valid
• Consider both parties have elements to contribute
It is true that a better understanding of their thinking may lead you to revise your
own views about the merits of a situation. But that is not a cost of understanding
their point of view, it is a benefit.
Fisher & Ury, Getting to Yes, 24

PERSPECTIVE TAKING
PERSPECTIVE TAKING
INFLUENCES ON PERSPECTIVES
• Identity
• Race
• Gender
• Sexual Orientation
• Socioeconomic Status
• Physiology
• Medical Conditions
• Prescription Drugs
• Recreational Drugs
• Age
• Significant events
• Culture

• Roles
• Sense of Self

PERCEPTION
• Perception is the way our perspectives inform how we i					
situations

people and

• Perception informs our communication—how we understand and respond to/ communicate
with others
…the active process of crafting meaning by selecting, organizing and interpreting people,
objects, events, situations and other phenomena.
Wood, Interpersonal Communication, 73
•S
• What we notice is influenced by
• Motives/Needs/Background/Expectations/Identity/Culture
• Impacts what we see/don’t see and our understanding
•O
• We put situations and people in boxes to understand
• Do we keep others in boxes?
• Am I actively discarding information because it doesn’t fit my perception?
•I
Interpretation is the subjective process of explaining our perceptions in ways that
make sense to us.
Wood, Interpersonal Communication, 80
PERCEPTION IS NOT F
• We must develop filters to help us diversify our explanation of why someone acts/
communicates a certain way
…assume the most generous thing about [their] words, intentions and behaviors and
then check in with [them].
Dr. Brene Brown, Super Soul Conversations

• Changes the start & outcome of the conversation drastically
• Example Filters
• Internal vs E				

factors

• Factors that are related to the person’s internal state vs. Factors related to
environmental elements
• S				

vs Unstable

• Factors that will change over time vs. Factors that are consistent
• R				

vs. Not Responsible

• Factors within someone’s personal control vs. Factors beyond someone’s personal
control
• Why develop filters to expand our explanations?
How we account for others’ actions affects our feelings about them and our
relationships with them.
Wood, Interpersonal Communication, 81
• Telling better stories has Biblical Significance
When [we] say, ‘I will tell better stories,’ [we are] asking the Holy Spirit to empower
[us] with the same forgiveness that Jesus displayed on the cross. [We are] asking
for eyes to see the fear behind the violence, the sadness behind the anger, the
person behind the behavior… when a person shows you who they are, believe
that they didn’t get there on their own and tell a better story about them.
Moore, Shalom Sistas, 146
We are in danger of dishonoring Jesus by picking up the sword of angry,
accusatory words against people when he’s prepared to sacrificially love and
accept them…
Moore, Shalom Sistas, 153
• It’s not easy. It is a sacrifice to lead with love.
FUNDAMENTAL A				

ERROR

• We tend to overestimate i					
e					
factor in others
• We u				
factors in ourselves

factors and underestimate

internal factors and o				

external

5 COMMUNICATION GUIDELINES FOR CAREFULLY FORMING PERCEPTIONS
We must form perceptions carefully and check our accuracy by
1. Recognizing that all perceptions are p				
—INCLUDING OURS

and s				

2. Avoiding Mind Reading
• Dangerous to assume we know someone’s i				

or motive

• Ask to clarify and show you care
• Checking Perceptions with others
• Formula
• State what you’ve noticed
• Check if perceives the same thing
• Ask to explain behavior
• Summarize and ask, “Am I understanding you correctly?”
• T				

Matters

3. Distinguish Between F				
speak

and I				

in how you

• Tentative Language minimizes defensiveness & leaves room for additional interpretations
• Ex: “He is upset about something I did.”
• He may be upset with me
• It seems he is upset with me
4. Guard against the Fundamental Attribution Error
• Lead with external g				

& internal h

• The goal is balance
5. Be C				

& Stay C				

• Improve Personal Knowledge of others

about others

• Prioritize Cognitive Complexity
• Form diverse, abstract, and elaborate perceptions of others
• Invest Time & I
The more we interact with another and the greater the variety of experiences we
have together, the more insight we gain into the other’s motives, feelings, and
behaviors.
Wood, Interpersonal Communication, 88
• Learn about someone without rushing to j
• Cannot appreciate someone’s perspective when we impose our e
She acknowledged the depth of our pain without making excuse for it.
Brown, I’m Still Here, 58

SUMMARY
DEFINED COMMUNICATION
Interpersonal communication is selective, systemic, unique, processual transactions that
allow people to reflect and build personal knowledge of one another and create shared
meanings.
Wood, Interpersonal Communication, 22
• Meaning is created in communication and is subjective. It influences the relationship between
unique individuals.

KEY SKILL: DUAL PERSPECTIVE TAKING
• Best way to begin to understand these meanings is to engage in dual perspective taking.

HOMEWORK
• Write down one thing from today that caught your attention—How can you practice this skill
this week?
• Tell better stories
• Pray
• Pray for strained relationships
• Pray for hard conversations to come
• Pray over your blindspots
Search me, O God, and know my heart!
Try me and know my thoughts!
24
And see if there be any grievous way in me,
and lead me in the way everlasting!
23

Psalm 139:23–24
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